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FREE ebook on how to manifest anything in your life. Also a FREE bonus challenge
within.Empath’s Third Eye AwakenedUnderstanding How to Awaken and Heal YourselfAre you
interested in how you can increase the joy and happiness in your life? Are you currently looking
for a way to change your life from within? Are you wondering why you mind continues to change
as you meet new people. In this book, it will provide all that and more…Awareness and the
understanding of what an Empath is. Gain knowledge and understanding what chakras are and
how they're related to your consciousness path. Learn how to enhance your life, develop your
psychic abilities and your intuition as an Empath.Aim to discover your hidden potential within
that you have at all times. These abilities are hidden and with this book, you will learn and be
able to move forward to strengthen these abilities to achieve an amazing life.Here is what you
will get with this book.Common traits of an EmpathUnderstanding chakras.Understanding
different levels of consciousness from within.Shielding and clearing your energy.Empaths have
rare and special gift. They are unique, intuitive, creative and most of all, they have the ability to
feel what others feel. They are also highly psychic. They can communicate with nature and
animals, and receive information from various objects. Many of them can sense the past, present
and future states of the environment and the people in it. However, in exchange for these
remarkable traits, many empaths suffer from too much negativity and find it difficult to cope with
their empathic abilities.Plus a FREE bonus challengeWhy should you be interested in this book?
This guide also coincides with a consistent meditation practice that combined can greatly
benefit the practitioner.Experience a new and higher way to live life to it's fullest daily.This book
isn't teaching dogma or telling you something is good or bad for that matter, but it is a practical
guide to help use the forces that you cant see to improve your life.Read this book for FREE on
Kindle Unlimited - Download Now!
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INTRODUCTION E mpathy is a skill that is important in fostering greater understanding the
world, of people, between people, and attaining greater wisdom. However, a lot of people fail to
grasp this level of understanding because they are not fully aware of the factors that can affect
empathy in a person. Another book that has been helpful in our knowledge to discover ourselves
is , which helps to better understand what an Empath is, and how to understand yourself.Many
think that empathy is just about emotion. However, empathy is more than that. Empathy also has
a link to a person’s chakra, especially the third eye.In this book, you will understand how
empathy and the third eye chakra is connected. You will also understand why awakening your
third eye chakra is significant as an empath.This book contains eight chapters, with each



chapter focusing on a specific aspect of empathy and awakening the third eye.
Specifically:Chapter 1 gives an overview of the third eye chakra, its importance, issues, benefits,
and link to mental health.Chapter 2 explains how the pineal gland is related to the third eye
chakra and the why you should keep your pineal gland healthyChapter 3 discusses the possible
exercises you can do to open your third eye chakra and why opening it is importantChapter 4
delves into meditation and how it can offer many benefits as well as some of the most common
meditation methods.Chapter 5 covers how the eyes are related to the third eye chakra, why it is
important to keep the eyes healthy and some tips to keep them healthy.Chapter 6 helps you
better understand the difference between psychic vision and clairvoyance, their history, current
view today, and their relation to the third eye chakra.Chapter 7 highlights the importance of
balancing the seven chakras and why it is important to unblock them.Chapter 8 finally puts all
the main ideas of each chapter into a comprehensive summary of the benefits of activating the
seven chakras, especially the third eye chakra. I hope that with this book, you receive
enlightenment on the what the third eye is and how you can use it as a guide to self-discovery.

CHAPTER 1Understanding the Third Eye Chakra What is the Third Eye Chakra?H ave you
ever wished you could have a sixth sense? Some people believe that you should only gaze
between your eyes.The chakras are said to be wheel-like energy centers that are dispersed
throughout your body and influence your well-being and perception. The sixth chakra in the body
is the third eye chakra, commonly known as Ajna.The third eye chakra is said to lie at the center
of your head, parallel to the middle of your brows. It is said to be associated with perception,
consciousness, and spiritual contact. According to some, when the third eye chakra is open, it
may offer knowledge and insight, as well as enhance your spiritual connection.Why is the Third
Eye Chakra Important?The third eye chakra is said to be associated with the following important
life aspects:clarityconcentrationimaginationintuitionperception of the spiritualuniversal
linkageMelatonin is produced by this small gland at the base of the skull, which influences
circadian rhythms and reproductive hormones.According to a 2019 study review, studies
indicate a connection between the pineal gland and N, N-dimethyltryptamine, commonly known
as DMT. Because of its alleged connection to awareness, this chemical is frequently referred to
as "the spirit molecule" or "the seat of the soul."The connection between the pineal gland and
spiritual experience, however, has yet to be empirically established.What Issues or Problems
Can Affect You if Your Third Eye Chakra is Blocked?Furthermore, it is claimed that if your third
eye chakra is obstructed, you may have difficulties. This may include things
like:confusionuncertaintycynicisma lack of directionpessimismWhile the physical eyes see the
physical world, the third eye sees the real world — a unified whole with an unwavering link to
spirit.What Are the Benefits of an Unblocked Third Eye Chakra?Despite the lack of scientific
proof, we believe the third eye is a portal to the spiritual realm. Some of the advantages of
opening your third eye are as follows:mental acuityenhanced concentrationunmistakable self-
expressionimproved intuitiona feeling of blissdecisivenessinsightMental Health and the Third



EyeWhile more research is required to determine how the third eye affects us spiritually and
emotionally, a 2016 study indicates that a smaller pineal gland volume may be associated with
mood disorders such as schizophrenia.Some individuals have proposed a connection between
the chakras and mental health, however mainstream science does not agree.The third eye's
function has also been explored in parapsy-chology, which is the study of unexplained mental
occurrences. Some think that when the third eye is open, it serves as a portal for spiritual contact.
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